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The inevitable deployment of negative emission technologies requires carbon accounting

to incentivise the investment and to foster an active CO2 certificate trading schema.

Enhanced Weathering as one of the negative emission technologies is being tested in

the field now, but lacks a verifiable and cost-effective carbon accounting approach.

Based on results from a lab scale column experiment and field observations, it is

hypothesized that the observed stable positive correlation between total alkalinity and

electrical conductivity may present a way to easily predict the initial CO2 sequestration at

the application site by chemical mineral weathering at low costs. Alkalinity is a measure

to track weathering products. It is not difficult to measure, yet continuous and mid- to

high-frequency sampling and analyses are expensive and time consuming. The observed

strong correlation of alkalinity with electrical conductivity could be harnessed and enable

a CO2 uptake monitoring by simple electrical conductivity measurements in soils or any

point in the discharge system. For a successful implementation and calibration, data

are needed, covering the most likely employment scenarios of soil, climate, hydrology,

rock product, application scenario and plant abundance. Incorporated in a growing

public database, this could be used as an assessment and benchmark system for future

EW deployment.

Keywords: CO2, carbon dioxide removal, carbon accounting, negative emissions, enhanced weathering, climate

change

INTRODUCTION

To limit effects of global warming, the 1.5◦ target was stipulated in the Paris Agreement (United
Nations, 2015). By now it is almost impossible to reach the target by mitigation, without the help of
negative emission technologies (NET) (Gasser et al., 2015; Sanderson et al., 2016; IPCC, 2018).
When these negative emission technologies are integrated in a global carbon emission trading
scheme that compensates entities for their costs in carbon capture undertakings, it will be an
important issue to monitor, report and verify the removal of CO2 and its permanence (Mclaren,
2012; Brander et al., 2021; Carton et al., 2021). While some methods capture CO2 and create a
point source, like Direct Air Capture and Storage (DACS), which makes it easy to quantify the
mass of CO2 captured, other methods rely on the diffuse uptake and sequestration of CO2, like
afforestation or Enhanced Weathering (EW). Exemplary, afforestation may have an advantage in
proving the CO2 uptake by the simple quantification of grown biomass, yet accounting of actual
carbon stocks in growing forests includes more, e.g., soil carbon changes and further greenhouse
gas emissions (Lefebvre et al., 2021).
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The inorganic sequestration of CO2 by EW on the other
hand, relies on the natural process of chemical weathering
(Ebelmen, 1845), which is, in principle, a well-understood
process. To counteract climate change by removal of CO2 from
the atmosphere through chemical weathering, the use of rock
products was briefly proposed by Seifritz (1990) but made
prominent in the climate science community by Schuiling and
Krijgsman (2006).

Since, the assessment of a realistic potential of EW as a tool
for carbon dioxide removal (CDR) was in the focus of literature
reviews (Hartmann and Kempe, 2008; Hartmann et al., 2013), a
few laboratory (e.g., Renforth et al., 2015), micro- to mesocosm
studies (Ten Berge et al., 2012; Dietzen et al., 2018; Amann
et al., 2020), and field trials (e.g., Haque et al., 2020). Globally
representative field data coverage for the various combinations of
soil, climate, plant abundance, and applied rock source (including
rate and quality) is still missing.

Besides the assessment of realistic CDR boundaries of EW
under lab or field conditions, it remains an open question of
how to track and prove inorganic and organic CO2 removal by
EW with cheap and robust methods. Organic carbon captured
due to EW application may be assessed by measuring the carbon
content in plants and soils. The inorganic CO2 sink in the form
of alkalinity (predominantly as HCO−

3 ) is determined by the
hydrochemistry of percolating waters leaving the soil system. But
frequent sampling and analyses in the laboratory is expensive.
Reports on co-variation of total alkalinity (TA) and electrical
conductivity (EC) (Sechriest, 1960; Bouillon et al., 2014; Proulx
et al., 2018) suggest that the EC may be a good predictor for
TA under given soil and land use settings, thus rendering it an
interesting tool to identify and track the initial CO2 uptake by
EW at the application site. Results from EW laboratory column
experiments with dunite (rich in olivine), a basaltic rock (rich
in nepheline), and a mixture of laterite with the basaltic rock
are reviewed in this respect and compared to field data from
basaltic catchments as basalt is the proposed rock type for EW.
In addition, data from a loess column experiment and loess
catchments are discussed as an analogy for natural EW due to the
deposition of glacially-derived fine (silty) rock dust. Considered
data also contains samples from agricultural catchments with
partly elevated nitrate fluxes, which are compared to the silicate
material columns and basalt catchments to assess the impact of
fertilization on the EC-TA relationship.

METHODS

In a small-scale laboratory experiment, multiple columns
were filled with varying materials and watered periodically to
simulate intensive tropical rainfall (8,000mm a−1). The columns
contained dunite, basaltic rock [basanite, after Streckeisen (1980)
and TAS (Total Alkaline Silica) classification (Le Bas et al.,
1986)], lateritic soil (oxisol), and a blend of this soil and the
basanite. One set of columns was treated under ambient CO2

concentrations (∼0.046%) while a second set was put under 100%
CO2 atmosphere. Details on the setup and the used materials can
be found Supplementary Material S1.

To test the EC-TA relationship, water chemistry data from
rivers draining basaltic catchments on Madeira Island, Portugal,
and loess dominated catchments in Germany were collected
(Supplementary Material S3).

Temperature, pH, and EC of field samples were measured in
situ with a handheld multimeter probe (WTWMultimeter 350i).
Samples from the lab experiment were measured similarly in the
bottles collecting the outflow water.

In the lab, TA was measured by automated titration (Metrohm
Titrando) with 0.005N HCl. Major anions and cations were
determined by ion chromatography (Metrohm 881 Compact IC
Pro system).

Individual sample tables and more specific method
descriptions are given Supplementary Materials S1, S3.

The contributions of ion specific electrical conductivities
were calculated using the empirical equations from Mccleskey
et al. (2012) after modeling the speciation in each solution with
PhreeqC and the phreeqc.dat database (Parkhurst and Appelo,
2013) using the Python package PhreeqPython (Vitens, 2021).
Calculated EC (based on available major ion data) is in good
agreement with measured EC (Supplementary Figure S4-4).

Linear least squares regressions were calculated using Python
and the scipy.stats.linregress function of SciPy (Virtanen et al.,
2020). Regression equation and parameters are given in
Supplementary Material S5.

RESULTS

With the start of the column experiment, an initial flush of
cations and TA can be observed due to the experimental
setup, with stabilizing concentrations after 3 weeks
(Supplementary Material S2). Looking at the entire experiment
phase, including the initial flushing phase, EC correlates very
well with TA in most cases (Figure 1). The experiments with
laterite and loess showed, at the first glance, no or limited
correlation (Figures 1A,D). However, disregarding the initial
21 day flushing phase, the correlations between TA and EC
improved markedly, except for dunite under the atmospheric
treatment and loess under the extreme scenario with a saturated
CO2 treatment, showing relatively constant high TA levels in the
leached water from this carbonate rich soil (Figures 1B,D).

DISCUSSION

The relationship between concentrations of TA and EC clearly
reflects the underlying physical principle, that all elements
dissolved in the water carry an electrical current which can be put
into relation with the TA, sensu stricto the carbonate alkalinity,
i.e., equivalent concentrations of HCO−

3 and CO−

3 , produced
during the chemical weathering and dissolution of rock material.
This linkage is known and utilized in the characterization
of natural waters (Sechriest, 1960; Krawczyk and Ford, 2006;
Thompson et al., 2012; Proulx et al., 2018). Other processes
like respiration and nitrification may influence the TA but not
the carbonate alkalinity. As such TA is a sum parameter that
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A B

C D

FIGURE 1 | Relationship between alkalinity and electrical conductivity in the outflow of columns which were filled with different rock and soil materials and watered for

about 300 days. Data fit: linear least squares fit with the coefficient of determination r2 given in the legend. *One outlier data point (transparent green circle) was

removed to calculate this regression. Red rectangles indicate the areas of figures (B,D). (A) Experiment under ambient (∼0.046%) CO2. (B) Ambient CO2, without first

21 days. (C) Experiment under saturated (100%) CO2. (D) Saturated CO2, without first 21 days.

is most likely dominated by bicarbonate, but may, especially in
agricultural settings, be manipulated by fertilizer addition.

Co-variation between TA and dominating cations are causing
the clear relationship between TA levels and EC. This effect
points toward a potential method to track and report site-specific
CO2 consumption rates. Carbon accounting is important when it
comes to the field application of NETs (Brander et al., 2021), as
it provides a base for comparison between methods. As for EW,
the use of established methods should allow for the settlement
and validation of pay-outs within a CO2 certification scheme
(Hartmann and Kempe, 2008; Peters and Geden, 2017), which is
required to incentivise negative emission approaches (Peters and
Geden, 2017).

Each of the released ions contributes specifically to the overall
EC of a solution (Gustafson and Behrman, 1939) based on
its specific ionic molar conductivity. The ionic composition of
water draining the columns creates an individual EC signal
(e.g., Pawlowicz, 2008). This explains the slope differences in
the regression lines of TA and EC because the column material
compositions and resulting chemical composition of the draining
waters are different. The higher r2 of the saturated CO2 setups
(except for loess) are the effect of overall higher TA generated
and accompanying released cations, resulting in higher EC values
assuming that measurement errors and individual fluctuations
remain constant. Because the water addition to columns was
constant with time the slope of TA-EC relationship represents
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predominantly the evolution of the system with time, as can be
seen by the TA-concentration change during the experiments
(Supplementary Figure S2-1).

The column experiments had idealized properties with
intensive watering, to simulate extreme conditions. To test if
the TA-EC-relationship is also observable in field data more
comparable to EW application sites, exemplary waters of basaltic
and loess catchments were evaluated. The contribution of
bicarbonate (as the major component of TA) to EC can be high -
in the selected samples around 30% (Figure 2D). Therefore, the
deduction of TA from EC should be possible if released cations
(by EW) covary with TA, adding proportionally to the added
EC. This is further corroborated by observations from a field
trial in which wollastonite (CaSiO3) rock flour was spread on
a controlled forested watershed (Peters et al., 2004), basically
simulating EW application. Here, EC and TA signals clearly

increase after the onset of the experiment (Figures 2A,B) and
the modeled contribution of bicarbonate to overall EC increases
notably (Figure 2C). As the draining waters from this watershed
are naturally very low in TA (around zero in the control
watershed, Figure 2B), the observed signal is pinpointed to the
wollastonite application.

From these data, the link between TA and EC can be well-
demonstrated (Figure 3A), with a clear, yet low r2 of 0.531,
probably due to the unique composition of the waters, with
very low conductivities and near zero TA at the start. Here, the
abundance of organic acids, sulfate and nitrate in the watershed,
partly lead to dissolution of rock material without TA generation
(Taylor et al., 2021). Furthermore, under such low TA conditions
slight absolute variations have a high relative impact on the
coefficient of determination. As the higher TA values indicate, the
correlation might become stronger, if the baseline level of TA and

A

B

C

D

FIGURE 2 | Selective time series of two Hubbard Brook experimental forest watershed (Likens, 2017), watershed 1 data as control baseline (dotted, green) and

watershed 6 data representing effects of silicate rock powder spreading (solid, blue): monthly mean and 10 and 90 percentiles for electrical conductivity (A), total

alkalinity (B) and the calculated HCO−

3 contribution to the electrical conductivity (C); Individual ionic conductivity contributions to overall electrical conductivity, mean

values (D), individual sample results, can be found in Supplementary Material S4. adata from rivers of Madeira island, collected by the authors; bdata from Van Der

Weijden and Pacheco (2003); cdata from rivers of a loess dominated catchment in Germany, collected by the authors.
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A

B

C

FIGURE 3 | Data fit: linear least squares fit with the coefficient of determination

r2 given in the legend. Regression parameters are provided in Supplementary

Material S5. (A) Data from Likens (2017) for watershed 1 of the Hubbard

(Continued)

FIGURE 3 | Brook experimental forest, which was amended with wollastonite

rock flour, considered period from 1999-10-24 to 2004-10-24, cf.

Figures 2A–C; (B) Groundwater data from Van Der Weijden and Pacheco

(2003) (green dot); Observations from river water and springs from basaltic

catchments on Madeira island (blue x); river water data from a loess dominated

catchment in central Germany (see Methods section) (red *); averaged river

water data from Perrin et al. (2008) from the calcareous molassic Gascogne

area located in the Garonne river basin (south-western France) (yellow +); (C)

Data from active volcanoes: water from wells and springs of the Etna, Italy

(Brusca et al., 2001) (red triangles); Virunga National Park, Kongo: river water

from basaltic catchments (Balagizi et al., 2015) (brown circles).

therefore ECwould be elevated for longer times (in the case of the
Hubbard Brook experiment, treated and control values converge
because of the one-time deployment of rock dust).

Basalt is a material more recently discussed for EW
application (e.g., Beerling et al., 2018; Amann and Hartmann,
2019). Therefore, ground- and river water samples from
catchments in Madeira, a basaltic volcanic island (Gardner,
1882), were tested for the TA-EC relationship, with a distinctly
positive result (Figure 3B). Loess as a very reactive material,
here considered as a natural EW analog, supports the TA-EC
correlation hypothesis, too (Figure 3B). Even in watersheds with
elevated nitrate levels due to agriculture, the relationship is
maintained (Loess and carbonate catchment rivers in Figure 3B)
and NO3 is not conclusively impacting EC (Figure 4A).
Measurements from highly active volcanic systems with fresh
mafic to ultramafic material (Virunga and Etna volcanic
systems) also confirm the relationship (Figure 3C). However,
groundwater data of the Etna area are more scattered,
likely due to the influence of acidic volcanic gases, which
would not be present in regular EW application scenarios
on agricultural or forested land. In summary, the field data
results corroborate the findings from the column experiment
(Figure 1).

From these observations, it is suggested that EC is a promising

proxy for tracking EW related inorganic CO2 consumption via

TA production. The slope differences of the regression lines

from the TA-EC relationship of the different treatments in the

lab experiment as well in the field observations suggest that no

generalized equation could be derived to be used in a carbon
accounting scheme. However, after an initial calibration period,
easily to perform EC measurements may enable local farmers to
track and report CO2 consumption based on EC measurements
in water from their individual land, with an uncertainty, which
might be averaged for specific conditions over a larger area
of land. Because catchment runoff is possibly underestimating
the TA produced by EW, as some TA remains in the soil and
groundwater for a longer time, soil bulk EC might be used
to more precisely track EC increases, as it is right within the
application area.

Water EC from streams is different to interpret than soil bulk
EC, as latter is naturally impacted by a plethora of factors (Corwin
and Lesch, 2005), which are not necessarily connected with TA
in the first instance. As such, changes in those independent
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A

B

FIGURE 4 | Relation between nitrate and electrical conductivity (A) and total

alkalinity (B). Data from rivers draining carbonatic catchments from Perrin et al.

(2008) and loess catchment data as in Figure 3B. Both datasets contain

water from catchments which are influenced by agricultural activities.

factors must be closely monitored and evaluated to single out
the weathering signal. EC might be most prominently influenced
by periodical fertilization, which adds ions that don’t contribute
to TA (Phong et al., 2020). These fertilizers may alter the slope
of the TA-EC relationship temporarily, as they can consist of
compounds that release ions, which do not change TA (like
K+ and Cl− from muriate of potash (MOP), a commonly
applied K fertilizer). Looking at N fertilizer, in the data at hand,
the elevated nitrate levels are not clearly related to EC, nor
is there a negative tendency with TA (Figure 4), even though
the data contains waters from agriculturally impacted areas.
The specific molar conductivity of fertilizer-released compounds
(NO−

3 , NH
+

4 , Cl
−) is not distinctly high (Adamson, 1979) but

spikes from the periodic application of fast dissolving fertilizer
could alter the signal temporarily. Transformation processes like
(de-)nitrification can alter the TA in soil solution (Gandois et al.,
2011), without changing the EC in the same proportion. As an

additional effect, fertilizer dissolution can lead to the formation
of strong acids, which dissolve added rock material (Perrin et al.,
2008; Pierson-Wickmann et al., 2009) without increasing TA.
Intense rain events may also lead to a wash-out effect marked by
nitrate peaks, which level out within a few days (Ferrant et al.,
2013).

Once the likely additional sources and sinks for TA and
impacts on EC are identified, a correction function could be
applied, as the influencing factors should be rather controllable
on a well-defined agricultural soil under standardized
agricultural practices. Exemplary, a study on weathering of
the Aso caldera, Japan, with intensive rice agriculture revealed
low nitrate loads (average: 0.03 mmol l−1), probably due to
optimized application procedures (Hosono et al., 2018). In EW
application areas not impacted by agricultural activities and with
human interferences at a minimum, like tropical hinterland as
discussed in Goll et al. (2021), the aforementioned influences
should be low and as such, EC less impacted by anthropogenic
activities. Here the measurement of EC changes may be an even
more reliable approach to monitor CO2 uptake.

At the catchment scale, EC measurements using low-cost
equipment is possible (e.g., Hund et al., 2016). This method
requires a sampling point which represents the catchment
outflow, and thus the water draining the rock flour amended
land. This approach may prove to be difficult as individual fields
may not have confined catchments with controlled outflow, yet
the signal should also be visible in the greater discharge system
and could be measured there. Alternatively, in a more detailed
approach, EC sensors could be buried in the field (Scudiero et al.,
2012), tracking the percolating soil solution. In this case further
model development is needed, as soil bulk EC depends also
on soil humidity and other physical properties and is therefore
different from EC measured in sample water. The relationship
between both parameters needs to be used to calibrate functions
for TA production by EW in the soil system. This requires further
research, before soil bulk EC might be used as a proxy for and
therefore its use as a carbon accounting tool.

As the technology for soil bulk EC and humidity monitoring
to track agricultural productivity is already available (Noborio,
2001; Kitchen et al., 2003; Fortes et al., 2014; Akanji et al.,
2018), it could be used for CDR accounting without additional
investment costs. Newer developments suggest the use of simple
easy-to-deploy EC probes tomonitor soil conditions in smart and
precision farming applications (Othaman et al., 2020). With this,
the transfer of data from field to user via wireless networks is
possible (Citoni et al., 2019; Terence and Purushothaman, 2020).
This provides perspectives for the remote monitoring of EW and
achieved carbon sequestration.

As carbon sequestration must be tracked and verified
for carbon accounting, simple and cost-efficient physical
measurement of waters draining the treated areas is necessary
ensure sustained monitoring. The application of one technique
for two purposes would therefore create a win-win-situation.

The TA prediction approach described here, would not
account for carbon bound in precipitated carbonate minerals
as particulate inorganic carbon (PIC) in the soil system. To
account for this carbon fraction, additional soil PIC analyses
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would be necessary, which could be done during mandatory or
cross compliance routine sampling for soil quality monitoring
(i.e., based on the framework of common agricultural policy of
the EU).

In addition to the CDR purpose, the application of rock
products was much earlier suggested to improve soil conditions
for agricultural production (Missoux, 1853; Leonardos et al.,
1987; Van Straaten, 2002). Improved biomass growth leads to
additional CO2 uptake and storage as organic carbon, propelling
the overall CDR potential of EW (Amann and Hartmann, 2019;
Goll et al., 2021). This effect would necessitate an additional
tracking of yield/biomass increases to account for the complete
CO2 sequestration potential of EW. Current techniques of
remote plant monitoring for carbon accounting in above ground
biomass would add to a scenario, in which the additional
organic carbon sequestration path of EW could be tracked and
monitored remotely.

CONCLUSION

Proper accounting for deliberate carbon sequestration is
inevitable. All CDR methods have to solve this issue before
entering the emission trading market. Experimental studies
show that the weathering signal can be tracked well in
confined column setups by measuring outflow cation
concentrations (Renforth et al., 2015; Amann et al., 2020;
Kelland et al., 2020). Yet it remains an open question
how the signal can be tracked reliably in the field and
how the CO2 uptake can be quantified with low-cost and
robust methods.

To provide a means of monitoring the initial CO2

drawdown at the application site, we propose a deeper
investigation into the use of EC measurements to derive
TA levels which indicate CO2 sequestration. Data from
a lab experiment and selected natural waters support the
approach by showing very clear relationships between EC
and TA.

It remains to be investigated how this new approach of
carbon accounting can be implemented in the field. Practical
issues to be solved are sensor placement in the ground and
calibration, considering seasonal variability of soil humidity, and
the application of fertilizer or other soil amendments which
might affect the EC.

The general caveat of the described approach is that the
tracking of EC in waters from agricultural land represents only
the initial uptake of CO2 from the atmosphere. Downstream
processes in groundwater, rivers, and the ocean are not covered
by the proposed approach and require separate recognition.

Globally representative field data covering various
combinations of soil, climate, plant abundance and applied
rock source (including rate and quality) would be needed to
create a framework for easy implementation of a functional
carbon accounting scheme after testing and verification. Ideally,

a global database for case scenarios is established, fostering
business models for farmers. A high-quality monitoring
database covering typical application scenarios may enable
a reliable pre-application assessment of the efficiency, based
on standardized conditions delivering a reliable, statistically
grounded base reference of the amount of CO2 transferred
to alkalinity.

Ideally, a set of coordinated global field campaigns
will provide these data, so that low-cost conductivity
and humidity measurements can replace more expensive
hydrochemical sampling and analysis of CO2 consumption
by EW.

The approach to remove CO2, monitor, and verify (RMV)
must be simple, robust, cost-efficient, and reproducible. As such,
applicability of EW for CDR could benefit from the expanding
remote sensor utilization.
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